
Tarnhelm News

At this week's regular meeting of the
Tarmhelm staff, reading and evaluation
of submissions will begin. Several writ-
ers and photographers and an artist
have expressed interest in submitting
material exemplifying Tarnhelm's pro-
posed theme--Man and Machine.

Most of the ideas and proposals in the
Man and Machine subject area have
centered around the degenerative effect
technology has had on the quality of life.
The staff is especially interested in
receiving material (photos, poems, short
stories, etc.) which have a theme that
says machines or technology in general
have been of benefit to mankind.

Again, the staff wants to make it
clear that Tarnhelm is open to persons in
any program or major, graduate or
undergraduate, at Capitol Campus. So, if
you have the head of an engineer, but
still have the soul ofan artist, feel free to
contribute to Tarnhelm.
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Jan Hrabovsky, a recent Multi-Media
Journalism graduate, has offered to do
the artwork for the cover of Tarnhelm
and will submit her final drawing at the
end of this month.

For more information about Tarn-
helm, call Neil at 367-2768 or Jim and
Alice at 944-0101.

The Capitol Campus Literary Magazine

"The immortal helmet that lifts the mind to the wings of the wind"

Submit work to W-360 before April 1.
For more information Call Neil at 367-2768.

Women at Vegas
Hr Campus Thom News Service

Women and minorities will be given higher-
paying casino jobs in the future, according to
the Nevada Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.

An agreement was reached between Las
Vegas hotels arid unions, and addresses itself
to past discrimination against women and
minorities when filling higher paying jobs.

Jobs targeted are casino dealer and
showroom-lounge captain.


